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What 
is play ?



PLAY

Caillios (1957) defines 
play as an activity 
that is



 

essentially free,


 

separate,


 

uncertain,


 

unproductive,


 

governed and


 

make-believe.



PLAY IS TO CREATIVITY...

Play


 
Fuzzy concepts


 
fun



 
experience


 

Rules = game

Creativity


 
Fuzzy concepts


 
inspiration



 
experience


 

Reality = rules



CREATING WITH PURPOSE


 

Not Da Vinci but Michaelangelo


 
In the box – Out of the box

BOUNCE
Limitations


 
Technical possibilities


 

Time 


 
Money


 

Effectiveness >> Science >> Media 
Psychology



RESEARCH WARNING

WARNING; individual interaction effects

“It's complicated”


 

Context


 

Psyche


 

Gratification
>> Generalization, averages, healthy mind, 

every day circumstances, experimental 
settings.



TEACHING POWER 
Buckle & Andersony, 2006

Good video games make excellent teachers for 
various reasons;



 

attention 


 

attitudes for successful behaviour


 

task competent  


 

active participation  


 

demonstration of behavioural steps 


 

repetitive practising 


 

motivating



SELF-DETERMINATION 
THEORY 
(Deci & Ryan,1985; Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2000).

People are active organisms, driven by natural 
tendencies toward psychological growth and 
development, while trying to maintain a 
coherent sense of self.

Three basic psychological needs  


 
competence 


 

autonomy


 
relatedness

If fulfilled self-motivation and -regulation are 
high



SDT AND GAMES


 

Competence
Games are adaptive; levels 


 

Autonomy
Play is never compulsory; you choose to play


 

Relatedness
Social interaction; real/fictional/mediated

The satisfaction of these primary needs 
motivates a gamer to continue playing.



GAMES TURNED SERIOUS

If there is an extrinsic motivation to the game 
(educational, marketing) the two can be 
blurred, creating 
Serious Gaming
= A game that has any effect beyond 
enjoyment

(As games are a marvellous teacher of content, aren't all 
games ‘serious gaming’ ?)



SERIOUS GAMING

Serious games


 
static


 

preordained 
outcome


 

designer driven


 
educational 
content

Serious gaming


 
proces


 

measuring the 
outcome


 

gamer driven


 
any content



EXAMPLE OF SG

REMISSION by Hope 
Lab (2006)


 

Young cancer 
patients 


 

To enhance 
compliance medical 
regiment


 

Understanding


 
Empowerment

www.re-mission.net



ENTERTAINMENT - 
EDUCATION 
Ritterfeld, 2008



ENTERTAINMENT - 
EDUCATION 
Ritterfeld & Weber, 2006



GAME ENJOYMENT 
Vorderer, Klimmt & Ritterfeld, 2004.

Positive response elicited by three distinct sets 
of causes that have the potential to elicit 
cognitive, affective or conative responses in 
the player: 



 

sensory delight; 


 

suspense thrill, and relief; and 


 

achievement, control, and self-efficacy.



GAME ENJOYMENT 
Wang, Shend & Ritterfeld, 2009.



NOTES FOR DEVELOPERS

The experience of presence (self, spatial and 
social) is an important facilitator for the 
blending of entertainment and education

Keep in mind that when competence, autonomy 
and relatedness are addressed by the game 
play, the player will be motivated to continue 
playing



NOTES FOR DEVELOPERS

Blending entertainment with education must 
remain focused on the entertainment aspect

Aspects that can be better utilized to enhance 
game play are


 

Narrativity


 
Socially shared experiences


 

Character development



NOTES FOR USAGE


 

Utilizing serious gaming as didactic tool has a 
(motivational) target group and does not 
provide an overall solution


 

Serious gaming is a very effective mediated 
learning tool, regardless of content


 

Educators must be weary not to push serious 
gaming too much, when the game play turns 
into a task it loses the entertainment element
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PLAY
Johan Huizinga - Homo Ludens
"a free act, that is consciously 'not meant' and 

outside of normal life, that still might completely 
absorb the player, to which no direct material 
interest is connected, or use is gained, that 
unfolds itself in a purposely set up limited time 
and space, which adheres to certain rules and 
order, and brings forth a sense of community, 
which gladly shrouds itself in secrets or is 
distinguished from the real world by use of 
disguise. “

(translated from p. 41, Huizinga, 1938).
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